What Can SPY-7 Radar Do for You?

The AN/SPY-7 radar is the world’s latest technology radar offering the most capability and the most affordable price. It is a modular and scalable software defined digital solid state radar that can pace the evolving threats. Integrated with the Aegis Weapon System, it will provide advanced technology for Aegis Ship and Ashore programs.

Superior Radar Capabilities
- Has the Ability to Detect, Track, and Engage Sophisticated Ballistic Missile and Advanced Air Threats
- Engages Multiple Targets Simultaneously with Proven Interceptors
- Modular and Scalable Software Defined Digital Solid State Radar

International Protection
- Royal Canadian Navy: Canadian Surface Combatant Program
- Spanish Navy: F-110 Frigate Program
- United States Government

Most Compatible
- Interoperable with Other Radars and Platforms
- Fully compatible with the Aegis Combat System

Proven Performance
- Solid State Solution Meets the Need Now
- Provides the Most Technically Advanced Capabilities Warfighters Require
- World’s Latest Technology Selected Worldwide

Aegis has been trusted for 50 years and Lockheed Martin has a trusted history of producing, integrating, and delivering radars and combat systems. Lockheed Martin and the Aegis Combat System continue to keep pace with evolving integrated air and missile threats, introducing new capabilities to create the latest generation of advanced solid state technologies, integrated with the Aegis system, to provide world-class defense and ensure future safety and security.
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